
Strategy Toolbox for 
Good Mental Health in Schools 
Tuesday 7th May 9.30am-3pm

Price: £98 or £90 early bird price*. Lunch included 

Delegates will leave this course with a toolbox of 
strategies to help support our most vulnerable and 

troubled children who are struggling to thrive in school. This course 
offers practical strategies for professionals to implement for children who 
display challenging behaviour presenting in anger, separation anxiety, 
controlling behaviours, excessive attention seeking, generalised anxiety, 
low self-esteem and more.

Therapeutic Storytelling
Friday 7th June 9.30-12midday
Price: £68 or £60 early bird price*. Lunch not included

This is a practical and creative course where delegates will 
learn how to write therapeutic stories for children who need 
a deep level of empathy and emotional 
support. Each delegate will have the 

opportunity to create a therapeutic story for a child they support. 
They will also gain knowledge of why therapeutic stories are an 
effective intervention for troubled children and how and when to 
introduce this powerful technique.

Secure attachments • Robust learners • Building futures

Secure attachments
Robust learners • Building futures

Your Space Therapies are pleased to 

present their summer 2019 conferences in WEST SUSSEX. 

We are a counselling and play therapy service that work holistically with 

schools and other professionals supporting vulnerable children. We help 

children and their communities to have good mental health, resilience

to learn and be the best they can be.



Understanding Attachment 
Disorders and How To Help 
Tuesday 25th June 9.30am-3pm
Price: £98 or £90 early bird price*. Lunch included 

This course offers an overview of attachment disorders and looks at how early trauma 
affects the developing brain and a child’s capacity to learn, relate and love. Practical 
and creative strategies are offered to help repair some of the effects of trauma in 
troubled children and help improve their relational skills and ability to learn.

Bookings can be made at bookings@yourspacetherapies.org

* To qualify for the Early Bird Rate please book by 5th April 2019. Once you have 

received a booking confi rmation from Your Space Therapies we are unable to 

cancel the booking but delegates names may be changed at any time.
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Did you know Your Space Therapies 

can also provide bespoke trainings for 

your school or organisation? Please contact 

bookings@yourspacetherapies.org 

to enquire.

Venue:
The Rosie, Oak Grove College
The Boulevard, Worthing
West Sussex BN13 1JX

Tel: 01903 209991 

www.yourspacetherapies.org

93% of delegates who attended the 

Your Space Therapies autumn and spring 

conferences rated them 

‘Excellent’. Here are some 

of their comments:

“This is the 
best CPD 
we have 
ever had”

“A highly engaging 
and inspiring 
training”

“I have learnt 
practical skills based 
in neuro-science 
that are sympathetic 
to teachers busy 
schedules and easy to 
implement in school.”

“I have the knowledge and 
understanding of early trauma to be 
able to take our schools care for our 
vulnerable children to the next level.”


